
 

 

New Organizational Structure 

Faith Academy of Marble Falls is restructuring academic leadership, creating positions to ensure that 

we’ve got our leaders’ eyes on what’s happening in today’s classrooms and on the horizon for what’s 

best for tomorrow’s classrooms. This new organizational structure will be composed of the following 

leadership positions. 

 

Academic Director 

As the leader of all academics at Faith Academy, the Academic Director sets the vision for excellence 

in learning, seeking to inspire other leaders and all teachers in their commitment to academic rigor and 

student success. The Academic Director sets the overall goals for teaching and learning, working with 

the Chairs to evaluate progress and to ensure continuous improvement. The Academic Director, 

drawing on recommendations from the Chairs, has responsibility for final hiring decisions. The 

Academic Director is Amy Cozby - asc1@famf.org . 

 

Elementary Chair 

This Chair oversees all classes from Kinder Prep to the 5th grade. The Chair’s responsibilities include 

hiring interviews and recommendations, professional development and evaluation for all elementary 

teachers, including those teaching elective classes. The Chair works with teachers and parents to 

determine that the curriculum for each grade is working effectively and that the students are making 

good progress in their learning. The Elementary Chair is Rebekah Silvers - res1@famf.org. 

 

STEM Chair 

This Chair oversees all courses related to Science, Technology, Engineering (a future goal), and Math. 

In this role, the Chair interviews and recommends new hires, as well as develops and evaluates 

secondary teachers in STEM content areas, including core content classes and related electives. The 

Chair monitors student progress across grade levels to identify any gaps in learning, working with 

secondary teachers and with the Elementary Chair to ensure an effective sequence of learning 

objectives and achievement. The STEM Chair is Elsa Benac - edb1@famf.org. 

 

Humanities Chair 

This Chair oversees all courses related to English, Social Studies, and Bible, as well as all non-STEM 

electives including Foreign Languages, Psychology, Speech, Photography and Art. Just as with the 

other Chairs, this Chair is responsible for hiring recommendations, development and evaluation of 

teachers in these courses. Monitoring student progress and ensuring an effective sequence of course 

goals are also important responsibilities for this Chair.  In 2019-20, this Chair will also oversee the 

implementation of the new 6th Grade Academy. The Humanities Chair is Dr. Celia Merrill - 

cdm1@famf.org. 


